The decomposition technique for linear system solution is proposed. This technique may be combined with any known method of linear system solution. An essential acceleration of computations is obtained. Methods of linear system solution depend on the set of numbers used. For integer and especially for natural numbers all the known methods are hard enough. In this case the decomposition technique described allows the exponential acceleration of computations.
Introduction
The task of linear system solution is a classical task of linear algebra [10] . There are a variety of known methods for linear system solution. It should be noted that the choice of the method depends essentially on the set of numbers used. More precise it depends on the algebraic structure of the variables and coefficients. The solution of system in fields and bodies, for example, in rational or real numbers is the most studied. These algebraic structures allow the everywhere defined operation of division. It is convenient to develop the simple and powerful methods. Precise and approximate methods are distinguished. The most popular is Gauss method consisting in consequent elimination of variables and obtaining the triangular form of the matrix.
Ring algebraic structures such as integer numbers require special methods, as the division is not the everywhere-defined operation in a ring. There is known the universal method using unimodular transformations of matrix to obtain Smith normal form [10] . Result matrix has diagonal form and allow the simple representation of solutions. Unfortunately this method is exponential. Up to present time were suggested a few more complex but polynomial methods [3, 7, 8] . The most interesting is founded on consequent solution of system in the classes' fields of deductions modulo of prime numbers to construct a target general integer solution of the system [3] .
The development of such areas of computer science as Petri net theory [6, 13] , logic programming [5] , artificial intellect [1] require to solve integer systems over the set of nonnegative integer numbers. Notice that nonnegative integer numbers form algebraic structure of monoid. In monoid even the operation of subtraction is not everywhere defined. All the known methods of integer system solution in nonnegative integer numbers are exponential [2, 4, 9, 12] . It makes significant difficulties in the application of these methods to real-life systems analysis.
For example, if the complexity of method is about 2 q , where q is the dimension of the system, then to solve the system with dimension 100 it is required about 30 10 operations. A computer with the performance 9 10 operations per second will have executed this job in 21 10 seconds or in about 13 10 years. Therefore, the task of the effective methods development for linear system solution, especially in nonnegative numbers, is enough significant. The goal of present paper is to introduce the decomposition technique of linear system solution. Application of this technique allows an essential acceleration of computations. In the case the exponential complexity of the source method of system solution the acceleration is exponential too.
Basic Concepts
Let us consider a homogeneous linear system 0 Ax ⋅=
where A is the matrix of coefficients with dimension of mn × and x is the vector-column of variables with dimension of n . So we have the system of m equations with n unknowns. We do not define now more precisely the sets of variables and coefficients. We suppose only that there is a method to solve a system (1) and to represent the general solution in the form
where matrix G is the matrix of basis solutions and y is the vector-row of independent variables. Each row of matrix G is a basis solution. To generate a particular solution of system the values of components of vector y may be chosen arbitrarily with respect to the set of values of variables x . It should be noted that system (1) has always at least the trivial zero solution. For the brevity we shall name further homogeneous system an inconsistent in the case it has only the trivial solution. Let us consider a nonhomogeneous system Axb ⋅=
where b is the vector-column of free elements with dimension of m . We suppose also that there is a method to solve the system (3) and to represent the general solution in the form
where yG ⋅ is the general solution of corresponding homogenous system (1) and x′ is the minimal particular solution of the nonhomogeneous system (3).
According to classical algebra [10] , results represented above are true for arbitrary fields and rings. Moreover, according to [4] , they are true also for monoid solutions with a ring structure of matrix A and vector b . In this case the set of minimal solutions x′ of nonhomogeneous system should be used.
Decomposition of System
Let us decompose the system (1) It should be noted that analogous classification into input and output might be introduced for the contact variables of the clan.
Thus we have obtained on the one hand the partition of equations into clans and on the other hand the partition of variables into internal and contact. Let us make a new enumeration of equations and variables. The enumeration of equations we start from the equations of the first clan and so on up to the last clan. The enumeration of variables we start from the contact variables and than continue with internal variables of clans in ascending order. Then we order sets X and ℑ according to the new enumeration.
As a result we obtain a block form of matrix A : With respect to clans and subsets of variables it may be more convenient to represent the matrix in Table 1 .
Let us consider more detailed the structure of matrixes for the contact variables. According to Definition 3.5, Table 1 . The block structure of the system matrix 
Solution of Decomposed System
At first we shall solve the system separately for each clan. If we consider only variables of the clan we have the system 
Thus, an arbitrary solution of (1) is the solution of each system (6) .
Corollary. If at least one of systems (6) is inconsistent then the entire system (1) is inconsistent.
Let us the general solution of the system (6), according to (2) , has the form (8) is equivalent to the system (1).
Proof. As Expression (7) is the equivalent representation of the source system (1) and there is a partition of the set of variables X into contact and internal, so above reasoning proves the theorem.
Let us consider more detailed the equations of system (8) 
System obtained has the form (1) so the general solution of system has the form (2):
Let us compose the joint matrix G of systems' (6) solutions for all the clans in such a manner that xyG =⋅ (11) This matrix has a block structure as follows MMMMM )
The structure of the first column of above block representation that corresponds to contact variables is complex enough. For each contact variable 0 i xX ∈ we create the column so that either block
Really, as a contact variable belong to two clans, so its value may be calculated either according to general solution of input clan or according to general solution of output clan.
Let us substitute (10) into (11): Proof. As only equivalent transformations were used, so above reasoning proves the theorem.
Description of Algorithm
Solution of linear homogeneous system of Equations (1) (6) is inconsistent, then the entire system (1) It has to describe more precisely now the decomposition algorithm used at Stage 1. Let us q is a maximum dimension of matrix A : max(,) qmn = . Clan relation may be calculated in a standard way, as transitive closure of near relation but this way is hard enough from the computational point of view.
We propose the following algorithm of decomposition ( Figure 1) 
Example
Let us solve the homogeneous system (1) of 9 equations with 10 variables. The matrix of the system is as follows 
